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Trains and Trucks, Scale Card and
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Scale - Hi-rail - Flyer: For some reason, a debate usually
rages as to who provides the most new S-Gaugers, HO
converts or I-had-AF-as-a-kid-and-just-got-them-out-of-theattic folks. Regardless of who is right, shouldn't we attack
both groups with the same vigor? The HO route will bring in
the seasoned modelers, and the AF approach will hopefully
appeal to younger folks. We need both to survive a few more
years.
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The hi-railers and Fly-guys can do their thing to promote Sgauge and us sealers can do whatever it takes to get those
disgruntled HO people on our side. And along the way perhaps
all that parochialism that exists within our scale can be put in
the trash can where it belongs.
Roy Hoffman, Orrstown, Pa.
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HO Scale Getting Better: Dave Heine commented: "One of
the things that may hurt our scale in the future is that HO
equipment seems to be becoming more detailed and better
operating. These have been inherent S advantages." Jeff
English responding: "This is one of our biggest problems,
and the reason to be very worried about the S manufacturers
who do not understnd it. I will continue to beat the drums that
every new S scale product must be at least as detailed and
prototypically faithful as its HO counterpart or there will be
no growth in S scale."
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Manufacturer's Courtesy: I recently suffered a broken Ujoint housing on my American Models PA diesel. An e-mail
to Ron Bashista asked if he could send a replacement part.
He asked by return e-mail that I send an SSAE and the part
was in my hands within a week or so. It's already installed
and the 2-motored brute is again running flawlessly. What
Service! Thanks Ron.
Chuck Smith, Pittsford, NY
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NASG NEWS
New Printer: This is the first issue from the new printer of
the Dispatch. The EOT decided after several comparative
bids had been received from 5 printers, including our previous
one, that we would hand the printing duties over to MI Printing
of Millersburg, Pa. The new address, phone and e-mail address
are listed on the contents page. For those needing to contact
them directly for ads or inserts ask for Larry Shade or Chuck
Garman. The new printer will be reviewed after 1 year. The
changes were made for several reasons, cost savings and
technology being the top ones.
The NASG, of course, appreciates the efforts of Pete Mihelich
and Goellner Printing where the Dispatch was printed for over
10 years.

Jersy Get-Together: I and some fellow Bristol Club members
have enjoyed what I can only call a "S Class" weekend. We
made the annual trip down to New Jersey for the 18th Annual
Fall S Get Together, sponsored by the Central Jersey S Sealers
on Saturday. All I can say is, it was a great S Get Together
and my hearty thanks to everyone from the CJSS for all their
hard work in organizing the annual event!
The Fall Get Together brought together a number of the
"regulars", along with a number of new folks at that event (at
least from my perspective, as a relatively new attendee).
Among the new folks were: - S Scale Loco & Supply, with
their great supply of detail parts, and an update to expect the
AM Pacific detail kit in the December time frame, - Bill Banta
and lot of the great products from Banta Model Works (Bill
must have rushed back from Portland, as I heard someone
say he was out in Portland for the Narrow Gauge Convention)
- Des Plaines Hobbies and their great new hoppers arid tank
cars — these are superb additions to S scale, and I noticed
more than a few not making the trip back to Des Plaines, as
they were catching rides elsewhere...
And on top of this the folks at S-Helper Service opened up
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NEW PRODUCTS REPORT
By Jeff Madden
ALDERMODELS (Box 1537, Deep
River, Ontario, Canada KOJ IPO - 613584-3149) has S switchstands (CN and
CP styles with paddles). $16.00 per 6pack dummy or $7.50 each working.
They also have Hayes Sliding de-rails
at $8.50 each. $5.50 S&H minimum.
Now an e-mail from Neil Froese states
that Aldermodels will make 100 derails
(not sure if same one as above) and 100
semaphores (2 light or 3 light) if orders
warrant. Derails $9.00 each,
semaphores $11.00 each. Shipping
$3.50. These latter are U.S. prices. I
wonder if prices above Neil's message
are U.S. or Canadian prices. I'd inquire
first.
Web:
www.intranet.ca/
-aldermodels.
BILL'S TRAIN SHOP (P.O. Box 561,
Seffner,
FL
33583-0561
www.btsrr.com) is trying some small
steam kits in standard gauge S. These
will be available in kit, semi kit
(assembled mechanism) or RTR. Orders
are being accepted on these limited run
locos. A deposit, while not necessary,
will lock in your order. Here they are:
EBT (std. gauge) 0-6-0 #6. Kit $440,
semi kit $575, RTR $800. MA & PA
#41/42 2-8-0. Kit $540, semi kit $675,
RTR $950. MA & PA #42/43 2-8-0
(with Elesco Feedwater Heater). Kit
$560, semi kit $695, RTR $970.
Kits will feature white metal hollow
boilers, hollow urethane tender tanks,
brass tender trucks, RP25 code 110
wheels, Mashima can motor, white
metal cabs, brass loco and tender
frames, brass and white metal details,
NWSL gearing, Kadee couplers, cab
interiors. Assembly is by Epoxy or ACC
cements and low temp solder. Minimum
radius should be 30". Delivery to start
in January, 2000.
A new BTS structure will come soon.
The Anderson Pulpwood Yard. This is
a small set of structures including an
office, shed, truck scale, wood racks,
signage and over 20 metal castings.
Price TEA. The Orbisonia station is
now shipping. If still available $300.00. Specify 1908, 1935 or 1955
version. S&H $4.50 per kit. Footprint
is app. 12" x 17".

The first EBT brass loco will be
"Millie", #12. List price will be
$1425.00 with a deposit of $250.00.
CODE 3: (6115 Variel Ave.,Woodland
Hills, CA 91367 www.code3.net). Don
Thompson reported that at the National
Model Show at Rosemont, II, that Code
3 will be producing a 1960 era New
York City Fire Engine. $42.00 retail.
CRYER GRAY FOUNDRY (4351
Valley Forge Drive, Fairview Park, OH
44126 - e-mail: jabotten@aol.com) is
releasing some highly detailed, fully
assembled, Imited quantity, brass
bridges in S. Included are a 53'6" 1917
through plate girder bridge plus
projected: Ohio Central through truss
140' double track, 30' double track pony
truss, 120' Erie single track lattice truss,
NYC through plate girder (double or
triple track), NYC deck plate girder
(single track). These will range from
$250 to $850 and will be produced in S
depending
on
interest.
www.cryergrayfoundry.com.
DES PLAINES HOBBIES (1468 Lee
St., Des Plaines, IL 60018 www.desplaineshobbies.com) has
received shipment of the new and
improved 10,000 gallon tank cars as
mentioned in the last Dispatch. The
second half of the 3-bay hopper run
should be in at this reading. These
include WM, B&O, C&O, Southern,
Reading, NYC, Rio Grande and
Conrail. The WM, Southern and
Conrail cars are the appropriate shade
of freight car red while the others are
black. This run will have three numbers
per paint scheme - $39.98 each.
HOT WHEELS (Walmart stores).
Wayne Beachy of Virginia spotted a II
64 '79 Ford truck in a premium box for
$5.95. It represents Sam Walton's
hunting pickup truck complete with dog
in the bed.
BILL LANE (W.A. DRAKE) (525
Warwick Rd., Deptford, NJ 08096 blane@wimr.com) is going ahead with
the X29 Pennsy brass 40' boxcars.
Details were in the June Dispatch, but
new orders will be gladly accepted.

LEHIGH VALLEY MODELS (1225
N. Arch St., Allentown, PA 18104) has
another craftsman car kit and another
structure kit in the offing. The car is
the Palace Poultry Car used by railroads
to ship live chickens in coops. LVM44
kit builds into a green and white colored
conversation piece. All parts are precut
with step by step instructions. It can be
assembled into hi-rail or scale versions.
Price is $37.00 plus $3.50 S&H. The
structure kit is a 94' high, round,
concrete coaling tower with covered
loading shed. Most parts precut. $50.00
plus $3.50 S&H. Illustrated catalog,
$2.00.
LIONEL (50625 Richard W. Blvd.,
Chesterfield, MI 48051). Ahhh, the
latest catalog finally shows three new
Flyer items. The first two are a GP9 and
cupola caboose in matching SF
Kodachrome red and yellow paint
scheme. The third item is a black
chemical tank car lettered for
TankTrain. Rumored from Doug Peck
and others are two more items in the SF
red and yellow scheme - a crane and a
gon. It is suspected that the crane is an
O-27 convert, but it might be ok. The
Geep will retail for $249.95 and the
caboose and tank for $44.95 ea.
MAC'S TRAINS AND TRUCKS
(238 Lincolnshire Dr., Crystal Lake, IL
6004 - macsterl@earthlink.net) has
some additions to his custom AHL (and
other) 1/64 truck line. Now available are
short tankers: Peterbilt Shell, Mack BM
Gulf and Mack CJ Mobilgas - 2 axle
$31.00, 3 axle $32.00. Ernest-Holmes
Wrecker: Peterbilt Sinclair and
Mobilgas. Ward La France Conoco $39.00. Logging: Haynes 5 axle with
logs (yellow) - $43.00. Dump: Mack
BM in Rock Island. Short Van bodies:
Peterbilt Sinclair, Mack BM Gulfpride.
Mack ACs: Drop side and flat bed in
assorted styles and colors - $32.00.
Dump in assorted colors - $34.00.
Misc.: Fisher-standard in Esso - $29.00,
Mack BM 3 axle stake in consol.
Freightways - $32.00. Ford 2 axle
canvas back - Dairy Dispatch - $27.00.
NASG (2000 Freight Car, c/o John
Foley, 164 W. Railroad St., Pottsville,

PA 17901 or check the NASG website).
50'6" brass Trailer Train Front Runner
car is being produced for the NASG by
SouthWind. This is a scale only car with
KD couplers. Two variations, 5
numbers of TTUX yellow with black
lettering, UIC truck sideframes and 5
numbers of TTUX yellow with black
lettering, Uni-truck II sideframes. One
car, $165; 3 cars $465; 5 cars, $700.
NASG membership required. Pa.
residents add 6% sales tax.
PENNSYLVANIA
HERITAGE
MODELS
(RD 4 Box 139, Birdsboro, PA 19508 www.paheritagemodels.com/
paheritagemode/) showed off its new
RTR RDC car at the Fall S Fest in St.
Louis. The RDC is available in scale or
hi-rail wheels with knuckle or Kadee
couplers installed. It is DC powered or
optional AC using new Dallee solid state
reverse. The all-metal chasis contains
an 8-wheel drive with flywheel and allwheel power pickup system located
completely below the floor to allow you
to detail the interior.
Car lighting consists of reversing
headlights and taillights and 4 interior
lamps - roof mounted. The shell is cast
urethane and is currently available in 8
road names. Minimum radius is 20" to
permit car to navigate Flyer track. No
dummies at this time. Roadnames:
B&M (Minuteman ends), B&M (B&M
ends), New Haven, Budd demonstrator
(undec), Reading, B&O, PRSL, Jersey
Central. Price is $299.95. Add $49.95
for optional Dallee reverse AC unit.
$8.00 S&H.
PORTLINES (Storeybrooke Drive,
Newburyport, MA 01950) has the new
Schlitz Beer Reefers now - $36.95.
Other new items include: AF corrugated
steam loco wrappers - 12, 18, 24, 36
inch from $2.50 to $5.00 each. Doug
has replacement speaker and condenser
combinations for steam and diesel
(improved) - $10.00. New Y2K 64 page
AF Parts Catalog is $3.00 ppd., and
combo catalog - AF Parts, AF Used and
S Equipment is $6.00 ppd.
RACING CHAMPIONS (discount
stores) is sadly retiring the popular Mint
Editions and the Hot Rod series. The
last Mint is #250, and the last Hot Rod
is #185. Ironically their website lists
these as in high demand - go figure. A
new Classified Classics series at $2.99
each is promised, but quality or detail
is not specified. Don't know if this

affects Police, Outdoor Life or other
series which used these same cars.
Nascar will continue, of course. One of
the last is #243 which is a 1949 Cadillac
and a new body style. I haven't seen one
yet.
S HELPER SERVICE (2 Roberts
Rd., New Brunswick, NJ 08901 - 800465-0303) has officially announced the
Showcaseline Starter Train Sets.
Samples were on display at the National
Model and Hobby Show in Chicago in
October. Six roadnames will be offered
in three price ranges. Each set includes:
lighted SW9 diesel and lighted widevision caboose, heavy duty DC power
pack (with momentum, on/off green
light and overload warning light), 40" x
60" oval of track (12 curve and 4
straight sections of the S-Trax style
track with roadbed), and a varying
number of freight cars depending on set.
Starter set roadnames include: Conrail
4 car set for $299.95; C&O, ICG or
NP 5 car sets for $369.95; GN or Rio
Grande 6 car sets for $399.95. These
should be available now.
If you spot a new SHS 2000 catalog,
see if you can spot a new car they'll be
doing somewhere in the catalog?
SCALE CARD (P.O. Box 1078
Highland, CA 92346-1078 www.thescalecard.com) has a 1:64 scale
card and scale ruler available. The scale
card is a clear black printed credit card
sized item with various 1:64
measurements. Feet measurements are
on one long and one short side. There
are also people outlines to gauge figures
with. It is perfect to carry in a wallet
window and use when shopping the toy
and hobby shops to find useful S items.
Each card is $3.95. A 1:64 scale ruler
(24") which is clear with black markings
is $12.95. There is also a scale
conversion card for $4.95. Postage is
included for the scale card. Conversion
cards need $ 1.00 extra and rulers $2.00
extra.
SOUTHWIND (P.O. Box 3175, Plant
City, FL 33564-3175) has some new
items in the works. First is a 4 and 6
dome wine tank car. The 6 dome cars
include GATX Roma Wine (3 #s),
D&RGW AX 2946 aux. water car,
GATX 410 (black body), SHPX
Madera Wineries (2 #s), SHPX R.
Martini Wine (2 #s), and SHPX (black
- 2 #s)). Four domes later. RTR with
KDs - $250.00 each. PRR GLC and

GLCa hopper cars. SP/UP 4-6-Os: SP
T-28/T-29, T&NO T-31/T-32, UP
1757 class. These will come RTR ,
painted, with KDs, lighted, and engineer
in cab. Unpainted special order only.
$1,149.00 after delivery. Discounts for
prepayment and for 4 installment plan.
Jettie announced a new builder in his
last newsletter. He also listed projects
on hold which need more reservations:
PRR/B&O 2-8-0, D&RGW/ATSF 28-0, SD45, 69' Harriman passenger
cars, PRR Pullmans, B&O 1-5 wood
caboose.
UNITED MODEL DIST. A report
from Rich Gajnak and others tell of an
O27 ACF steel Santa Fe style caboose
which comes on O27 trucks, but scales
very close to a brass one. Rich says it's
1/16" short and 0.075" wide over the
brass one. Cost around $22.00.
Available from Chicagoland Hobbies,
6017 Northwest Hwy, Chicago, IL 773-775-4848.
WINROSS (P.O. Box 38, Palmyra, NY
14522 - www.winross.com/wbn.html).
Steve Austin of the Winross family had
a manufacturers booth at the October
St. Louis Fall S Fest. He gave an
informative clinic on the history of
Winross 1/64 trucks and promoted the
Winross Collector Series during the
show. This was reported in the October
Dispatch. So far in the series there have
been tractor trailers with the standard
older style White 2 axle cab and the
White Cab over with both 40' box
trailers and 40' single axle tanker
trailers. Also a couple of short trucks
have been produced - a dump and a
stake. The TTs are $39.95 and the
shorties are $35.00. Newly announced
at the show was a railroad series which
will include the classic short trucks and
tractor trailers. A short REA stake truck
was available at the Fest. Coming are
SF and PRR TTS.

Hayes Sliding Derail

ALDER MODELS

LAST RUN - BILL KRAUSE
S LOSES A PIONEER
Bill Krause and the
Connecticut S Gangers

Bill thus providing him with the
opportunity to go modular, and allow
him to create a layout that could be
removed table by table and rebuilt
anywhere in any other configuration.

By Craig O'Connell

I

n 1981 Bill Krause created the
Connecticut S Gaugers. By
placing ads in S gauge magazines
and by reaching out to fellow
modelers, Bill created a strong and
diverse club that grew from 4 to 50
strong. But the story begins before
that.
In the early 1960s Bill Krause, like
so many other S gaugers, was an
American Flyer enthusiast. At that
time the A.C. Gilbert Co., the New
Haven based manufacturer of AF
trains, was on the decline and many
S gaugers were looking for other
options and ways to maintain and
expand their S gauge empires. In
1964, in the days before the NASG
had much presence, Bill placed what
was known as a "booster ad" in the S
Gauge Herald, a resourceful
magazine edited by Frank Titman,
that often contained articles on how
modelers could add more detail and
realism to their Flyer equipment.
Booster ads networked folks from
around the country who would then
communicate and share their ideas
with one another in what were known
as "circuit letters."
A circuit letter was appropriately
titled and might take the following
form: one person on a circuit of
perhaps a dozen people would write
up an idea about how to modify let's
say an AF depressed center flat car.
That person would send the letter onto
the next person who might add
comments while forwarding it to the
next in the chain until the letters
completed the circuit. Bill Krause
belonged to no less than four circuits
at the time.
Responding to Bill's booster ad was
a highly skilled machinist named Joe
Scales, who was living at the time in
nearby Monroe, Ct. Joe belonged to
the Bridgeport Society of Model
Engineers, a club of primarily HOers,
but he was modeling in S finescale.
Joe had also built one of the early line

of scale locomotive kits on the market
at the time, a Mogul by Rex, but his
primary initiative was to create a
Berkshire. It was at this point that Bill
Krause met Joe Scales. Joe was to have
an enormous influence on Bill.
Realizing that his American Flyer trains
were incompatible with Joe Scale's
layout, Bill set out to create a new
dogbone layout with closed frog
turnouts that would accommodate scale
and Flyer equipment. This one layout
set the stage for some of the basic tenets
of operation that would eventually
become the core of the Connecticut S
Gaugers' modular layouts with the
capacity to run everything ever made in
S gauge.
By 1981 Joe Scales had returned to his
childhood home in Virginia, and Bill
Krause embarked on a plan to put these
principles of operation into action by
bringing a modular club layout to area
train shows for the enjoyment of the
public. Among the earliest members
were some familiar names including our
current CSG Treasurer Dave Pool and
Don Ross, a student of the Joe Scales
Berkshire project who had met Bill 15
years earlier.
Dave Pool remembers the club's first
formal meeting at Bill's house in the
spring of 1983. "Almost from the
beginning Bill was talking about
building his own home modular layout
but was saddled with the dogbone layout
he had from years before," recalls Don
Ross. As things happen, around' 85-' 86,
a newcomer to the club named Bill
Fuhrman offered to buy the layout from

Modular layouts owned by many
individuals, unlike sectional portable
ones, Bill reasoned, could be pieced
together in any fashion provided that the
members all followed the same set of
rules. Along with Don DeWitt, Bill
engaged in the task of creating a set of
rules for modular operation which
became known as the NASG S-Mod
Standards, thus allowing any S gauger
around the country to mate his module
with one belonging to another.
Thus began the CT S Gaugers public
presentations of its traveling layout with
members building individual modules
and matching them up at area train
shows, a tradition that this club has
continued ever since. Pete Prizzi first
became acquainted with the club at such
a show in Guilford in the late '80s. It
was Pete's first contact with modular
layouts. Now an important comtributor
with modules of his own, Pete recalls,
"Bill was always there to greet me with
a warm handshake. He was that kind of
guy who just made you feel welcome."
In the years to come the Connecticut S
Gaugers became regular participants at
train shows around the state. Bill used
these opportunities to appeal to families
and children, and soon the CSG layout
became a drawing card. "Showtimes"
were set aside to give children a hand at
the throttle while Bill delightfully
recounted the story of "The Little
Engine That Could." As Larry Hally has
pointed out, this is what makes the CT
S Gaugers so special.
In 1990 Bill was honored by the NASG,
receiving the coveted Bernie Thomas
Award for his long and dedicated service
to the S Gauge community. It was an
award well deserved. As Bill Fuhrman
recently reflected, "I personally have
never met nor do I know anyone who
had anything bad to say about Bill. He
was truly 'loved' by all the members of
the CT S Gaugers If ever there was an
ambassador for "S" gauge and model
railroading in general, Bill was that
person."

And now, as difficult as it is to believe,
B i l l Krause is gone. His legacy,
however, is strong and enduring. The
train shows continue, our club modules
are on display and the kids are still at
the throttle operating our trains - S
gauge trains! We all learned a great deal
from Bill and his Lester Central RR.
He seemed to know everything there was
to know about model railroad operations
without ever a hint of pretension or
superiority. He taught us about
everything from the trackwork to the
electrical and even the soldering. Many
of us are far better model railroaders
today than we were years ago before our
introduction to Bill Krause. But aside
from all the technical knowledge there
were the intangibles - the warmth,
camaraderie, selfless dedication and
sincerity. These are what truly made Bill
Krause a giant among men. "Everyone
looked up to Bill, but he never looked
down on anyone," said Norm Rieger.
"Bill always made you feel like your
questions were important."
Today I turn on my computer to read
the latest thoughts from many an S
gauger on the internet, and I am
distressed by the rancor and acrimony
that persists within our minority gauge.
There are some scale folks turning up
their noses at the Flyer guys. There are
some Flyer adherents zealously
impugning the work of the "rivet
counters." It is distressing. We can all
take comfort, however, in knowing that
the CT S Gaugers have never been a
safe haven for this sort of bitter
divisiveness. Bill Krause would not have
it that way. We are a c l u b that
encourages tolerance. The legacy of Bill
Krause was that our modular layout
should incorporate all aspects of S
gauge model railroading where the Flyer
tinplate trains run side by side with fine
scale highly detailed models - where
nostalgia and modern craftsmanship
flourish together - where the novice and
the expert work hand in hand.
As I look back on my first
communication with Bill dated March
7, 1990, there is a handwritten letter in
which he describes this club..."We have
no experts," he wrote, " ... just some
that have made many mistakes that
others shouldn't make." Amen.
To Joe Scales whom I had the pleasure
of meeting just once, my apologies for
any inaccuracies. To Don Ross who
provided much of the background for

this report, my heartfelt thanks, for this
piece could not have been written
without you. And to Bill Krause - thank
you for being our friend, our leader and
our mentor.
- Craig O'Connell.
Comments of others:
I, along with other members of the
Connecticut "S" Gaugers and everyone
who ever knew him, whether it be model
railroading or any other facet of life will
truly miss him. I only hope that we can
keep his memory alive. One of Bill's
goals was to try and "Unite" all S
gangers, he strongly believed that in
order for S to survive, all S gaugers had
to be "United". Hopefully, together we
can help to accomplish that goal.
- Bill Fuhrman, Eastern Vice President
Bill Krause, my dear friend, has passed
away. I will miss him deeply. Bill was
one of the kindest and most patient
fellows I ever knew. He was always
encouraaaging us to be better model
railroaders and always willing to help
us to achieve it. I will never forget Bill,
and when I operate my railroad, he will
be in my thoughts.
- John Foley, NASG Executive Vice
President.
Right- Bill Krause was in his glory
when he turned over the throttle to
a youngster during "Showtime."
Bottom - Bill points to his home road
emblem (The Lester Central). With
him are Connecticut S Gaugers Bill
Fuhrman (left) and Steve Kutash
(right). Bill founded the club and
was a pioneer of the S-MOD System.
photos by Dave Pool and Bill Fuhrman

I met Bill only once, and this was in
1996 at the Dearborn Convention.
This was the beginning of my third
year as editor of the Dispatch, and I
still hadn't met many of the legendary
S gaugers. By pure coincidence three
folks needed a ride to visit layouts the three were Stan Stokrocki, David
Friedman and Bill Krause. We
hopped in my minivan and followed
the tour bus to the layouts of Brooks
Stover, Jim DeWitt and Gaylord Gill.
I recall Bill was in his glory renewing
old acquaintances. Bill was always
talkative and very gracious. Even by
traveling around with Bill for only a
few hours, I can testify that most of
the above accolades are surely true.
For those with Dispatch back issues,
Bill was featured in Meet an S
Gauger in the February, 1991 issue.
Bill also contributed articles to the
Dispatch, most recently as a frequent
guest columnist for Module Corner
from 1996 thru 1997. We are thankful
his efforts traveled beyond
Connecticut to our national
magazine.
- Jeff Madden

The 1999 Fall S Fest in St. Louis over
Halloween weekend (their 2nd ever)
appears to be another record breaking
S event. The last one 4 years ago, to
my knowledge, held the record for the
largest S event ever where you had to
register, until now. It looks like this
year's broke the old record with 725
attendees. The last one had 685
attendees, although registration forms
this year was only 556 compared to over
800 in '95 - this probably due to more
family registrations this year. And
many registered in '95 attracted by a
Flyer Monsanto tank car available only
on registration.

also represented Pennsy vania Heritage
Models. New items spotted at the Fest
are mentioned in the New Products
Report.
The main layout display in the dealer
room was a display of 20 Ail-Aboard
panels manned mostly by Barry Dolan.
There were 6 Flyer/hi-rail home layouts
on tour Sunday plus the Transportation
Museum and Wabash, Frisco & Pacific
live steam railroad. I managed 3 layouts
and the Museum over the long weekend.
I attended one clinic of several. It was
one by Winross family member Steve
Austin, who told about the history of

the Winross and their 1/64 truck line.
The banquet rivaled a large NASG
convention and consisted of a nice buffet
dinner, authentic St. Louis type blues
singing by Leroy J. Pierson and an
auction. I heard that one of the Orange
Flyer Monsanto tank cars from the last
St. Louis Fest went for over $800.00 gulp! There were plenty of door prizes
given out including nice Plasticville
Frosty Diner centerpieces. I took one
home. Even though the dealer tables
were heavy with Flyer including mine
(I was selling some Flyer for a friend),
us sealers managed to drag home a few
treasures.
Did I enjoy the Flyer and hi-rail layouts
I visited? You bet. It's always a pleasure
to see some nice Flyer. One hi-rail Flyer
layout had a fantastic scratchbuilt depot
complete with detailed interior. St. Louis
will be back in the limelight in 2001
when the NMRA Convention will be
held in that city.

Hosted ably by the American Flyer S
Gaugers of the St. Louis Area
(AFSGSLA),
the event was
understandably long on Flyer, short on
scale. Some regular manufacturers were
missing due to various reasons. For one,
S Helper was attending a national
hobby show in Chicago. Regardless, the
Fall S Fest was a resounding success,
and there was plenty action to please
everybody. Attendees weren't just from
the midwest either; there were some
from Atlanta, California, Pennsylvania,
New York and Canada.
The S Fest is rotated by 4 clubs - the
St. Louis club, the Badgerland S
Gaugers (Milwaukee), Chicago S
Gaugers and the Stateline S Gaugers
(Rockford, II area). Next year's Fall S
Fest, to be over the same weekend in
October, will be hosted by the
Badgerland S Gaugers, and it hopes to
be a big event too since it will be the
25th anniversary of the S Fest and the
25th anniversary of that club. The St.
Louis Club has only been in the rotation
since 1995.
Moe Berk was again the efficient
chairman and was ably assisted by the
many AFSGSLA club members.
Dealers and distributors present
included American Models, EGRA,
Mac's Trains and Trucks, Des Plaines,
Scenery Unlimited, Triple S Supplies,
River Raisin, SouthWind and Winross.
The NASG also had a booth manned
by John Foley and Alan Evans. They
10

Top - Scott Pilarski and John Nosari man the registration desk which saw 725
attendees. Bottom - Your editor, Robert Nicholson and John Foley shoot the bull.

Mac McGrath mans his booth.

AFSGSLA member Barry Dolan operates the 4 loops and 20 panels of the
Ail-Aboard layout.

A rare Pikemaster "Winter Wonderland" section was a part of the overall All
Aboard layout at the St. Louis Fall S Fest.
Photos by Jeff Madden
A continuous helix with Flyer GP20
making the "rounds."

Roy Meissner of the Badgerland Club is peddling the
Crown Milwaukee Rd. reefers which are the special cars
for the next Fall S Fest to be held in Wisconsin.

Winross family member Steve Austin mans a booth at
the Fest to show off the 1/64 line of trucks, especially
the new "Nostalgia" series which are the older style
trucks not produced for several years. A new railroad
series was previewed.
11

S FEST ON TOUR

Cliff Saxton's large Flyer layout features this big passenger terminal plus
many collectible items like the Remco Drive-In shown at the left.
Remco Dual Drive-In

Cliff Saxton (I) and Roy Meissner

Norm Pilarski's American Flyer layout is like a large boxed diorama with
spectacular lighting.

Fred Vortmeier
12

Fred Vortmeier's Hi-rail layout features many nice scenery, bridges, building
flats and scratchbuilt structures.
Photos by Jeff Madden
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Meet cm S gauger
David Heine

How I Became An S Gauger
By Dave Heine

M

y first experience with trains
was at Christmas when I was
one year old. I received an AF
set with a 282 Pacific and four
aluminum passenger cars, my parents
said that I was fascinated with watching
it go around its oval of track. A few
years later, I received a UP GP7 set.
After that my parents bought me
something each Christmas in the AF
line, but no more trains sets.
When I was around 10, my father and I
built a 6' x 11' layout in the basement.
Actually, he did most of the work. When
I was in high school I tore this layout
up and built a more complicated layout
on the same benchwork. By this time
AF was dead, and I was into used or
leftover pieces. At this time I was
starting to want more realism, so I did
things like cut extra ties on my father's
table saw, stain them and install them
under the AF track. Plus, I built more
advanced scenery on the second layout.
I basically continued with AF until after
I was in my early twenties.
I also started to build models, including
making some from pictures in books
using stuff I found around the house.
Only a fraction of these had anything to

do with trains. This would change with
time. I became more interested in a more
scale appearance and was bitten by the
narrow gauge and logging railroad bugs.
Sticking with S, I bought a few Tomalco
wooden kits and reserved a Tomalco
(PFM) D&RGW C-16 2-8-0. Soon I
laid some Sn3 track on a 4' x 6' test
layout. When the test track was built, I
used some custom made switches since
commercial ones weren't available yet.
I made my layout small so it could fit
under a double bed. I also dabbled some
in G scale, but I returned to Sn3 as my
main gauge with Sn2 becoming a
secondary gauge. I really appreciated
what an ideal scale S is to model narrow
gauge when I designed my current
layout, which will probably always be
"under construction."
Currently, I am working on my layout
in an approximately 25' x 34' space with
a 9' x 12' annex. The layout is around
the walls with one peninsula. A second
peninsula was planned but never built
so my son can have some space for a
small HO layout. The only standard
gauge is at an interchange with the Sn3
common carrier railroad, the Lehigh &
Western. The Hemm-Locke Lumber Co.
also has trackage rights plus some of

Dave Heine's Lehigh & Western Sn3 looks dinky
compared to the standard gauge American Models
Pacific in the background. This is the interchange point
with a standard gauge line.
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its own 3' gauge track. There is also an
Sn2 feeder railroad, the Jamestown &
Jennville. All the railroads are freelance
and set in a Pennsylvania setting.
The layout is designed for walk-around
control, and I use command control
(currently DCC). I suppose my
electrical interests have something to do
with being an electrical engineer. The
layout is definitely complete. The Sn3
track is in and operational except for a
few sidings. The Sn2 is just getting
underway. About 30 structures grace the
layout, but many more are needed. The
scenery is only about 10% done and
already I have close to 200 trees in
place. I did take some time off from only
S scale by fiddling with some G gauge,
but that interest has died down. I still
have the AF and G, although they are
basically inactive except at Christmas.
For most of the year I follow my S
narrow gauge interests.

HO provides an almost endless supply of items which
can be utilized in Sn3 such as the Heljan turntable and
the Heljan factory building in the background.
Photos by Dave Heine

Dave Heine operates his layout
which combines three gauges.
Note, I said 3 gauges, not 3 scales.
Dave's layout includes some
standard gauge, Sn3 and some Sn2.
Here an Sn3 mallet pulls a log train
across what looks like a Micro Scale
HO viaduct.

L&W narrow gauge yard is starting to take shape. Depot
is a model of D&RGW's Durango one. Dave is working
this into his eastern narrow gauge theme. Enginehouse
is HO plastic kit or kits.
Photos by Dave Heine

The narrow gauge Lehigh &
Western is patterned after eastern
narrow gauge. The Hemm-Locke
Lumber Co. is another Sn3 line that
has trackage rights on the L&W.
Loco appears to be an HO Mantua
rework. Note, engine is L&W and
caboose is Hemm-Locke Lumber. S
narrow gauge takes up about the
same space as an HO layout would.

A Lehigh Valley Models mine complex works like the
East Broad Top's at Mt. Union, Pa. Coal is unloaded
from the narrow gauge hoppers, graded and washed
and then dumped in standard gauge hoppers.

Both narrow gauge and standard gauge enthusiasts will find layouts of interest at the NASG 2000 Annual Convention
in San Jose, CA. This scene shows a narrow gauge steamer being loaded for transport to the San Jose area from
the Houston Club's modular layout. The WP diesel will be shown on a home layout tour along with many other rare
and unusual items never before publicly shown. S gauge layout visitations will include AF, hi-rail, narrow gauge and
scale (standard gauge) to satisfy everyone's interest area. Why not load yourself onto some form of transportation
and make the journey to San Jose for a full week of model railroading excitement?
Photo by Bob Werre

S PIKES

About 17,000 passed through the
gates at Milwaukee's 1999 Trainfest
in November. This is a view they
would have seen of a corner module
on the Badgerland Club's layout.
Photo by Jeff Madden

A view of David Dewey's multi-level Christmas Tree Layout, or as he refers in his article - a
Hi-Floor Layout. The front track is climbing on supported plywood while the track with the
train on it is elevated by a trestle set. Read the article in this issue.
Photo by David Dewey

Your editor and wife, Janet, peer from under a Christmas
tree at friend Mike Schafer's home. Flyer trains are
always a feature during the Christmas season.
photo - Jeff Madden

Another Mike Schafer Flyer setup, this time at a new
home in Illinois in 1998. With Berber type carpet and
rubber roadbed trains run smoothly. Note tight fit of
steam train on loop.
photo - Jeff Madden
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he NMRA will run an all-S tour
on Tuesday eve. 8/1. It will stop
at Ed Loizeaux's NYC layout,
Bill Young's freelanced hi-rail layout,
Steve Anderson's West Side Sn3 layout,
and Bill Robert's freelanced layout.
There will also be other NMRA multiscale tours that will stop at some S
layouts.

The NASG will run two all-day tours:
Wed. 8/2 and Thurs 8/3. The Wed. tour
will make the same stops as the NMRA
Tues. eve. tour, plus Jim Sweeney's SP
Overland Route layout in San Rafael.
The Thurs. tour will go to Dave
Butterfield's hi-rail layout and Don
Harper's Sn3 layout in Livermore, Jerry
Wood's AF layout in San Ramon, Bob
Walter's Sn3 layout in Pleasant Hill, and
Daniel Neumayer's freelanced hi-rail
layout in Oakland.
I understand that the NMRA will also
publish info on a number of other
layouts that will be open part of the time
for self-guided tours. Our layout will
be one of those, and perhaps Graham
Henry's attic layout in Berkeley.

The D & N Railroad-Dave
Butterfield:
The D & N is a freelanced S scale "high
rail" layout that occupies 12 x 13 feet
in Dave's garage. He models the 1940's
through the '90's, using original
American Flyer, modern AF from
Lionel, American Models, and S Helper
Service locomotives and rolling stock.
His kitbashed Southern Pacific Daylight
4-8-4 and cab-forward with Flyer
frames are unique. All track work is
original American Flyer on rubber road
bed, and the structures are from
American Flyer and Plasticville
(Bachmann). Mountain scenery is
Hydrocal over foam, with rock castings
and Woodland Scenics landscaping
materials.
The layout height is 39 to 45 inches
above the floor, so everything is
handicapped-accessible (except for the
bathroom, which is two steps up from
the garage). From San Jose, take 1-680
North to Highway 84 Livermore exit
(approx. 25 miles). Exit onto 84 to
Livermore (after approx. 7 mi Hy 84
enters Livermore and becomes Holmes
St.). After passing Granada Shopping
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Center (on the left), turn L at the first
light on Catalina. Turn R at second
street (Roselli), then L onto Leland.
Turn L into Fairview Ct. (first street to
the left). Dave's house is on the corner
on your right (1327 Fairview ).
Rio Grande-Western Pacific—Jerry
Woods:
Jerry's American Flyer layout depicts a
Western town in the 1940's and '50's and
fills a 9' x 11' bay of his garage. It
features the Rio Grande, Western
Pacific, Southern Pacific, and Union
Pacific, but Jerry says that "just about
any engine that runs well will get time
on the table". The Flyer equipment is
supplemented with American Models,
S Helper Service, Downs, Pacific Rail
Shops, and Crown Models locos and
rolling stock. Operating Flyer
accessories are interspersed between kitbuilt structures.
Vice-President of the Golden Gate
American Flyer Club, Jerry is teaching
his 5-year-old granddaughter how to
operate the layout while he relives his
childhood, courtesy of an understanding
wife. From San Jose, take 1-680 North
to Danville, exit on Crow Canyon Rd.,
and follow it east 0.8 mi to El Capitan.
Turn L 0.9 mi to St. Regis, turn R to
St. Norbert. Turn R to Harlan, follow it
to St. David and turn L. House is on
corner (1611 St. David).
The G&D Paradise Railroad-Daniel
Neumeier:
This freelanced S scale railroad is
uniquely designed for its surroundings.
Built on the 24th floor of a high-rise
condominium, it occupies portions of the
living room, kitchen, and home office
of its owners, Gwendolyn and Daniel
Neumeier. The layout is an around-thewalls folded-dogbone design and is
backed by room-length picture windows
on two sides, giving the viewer an
unparalleled view of Oakland's Lake
Merritt, with the city and the OaklandBerkeley Hills in the background. A
room-encircling radiator at the base of
the picture windows provides "instant
benchwork" for this portion of the
layout, but elsewhere the tracks traverse
the tops of bookcases and kitchen
shelves, tunnel through walls, and use
aluminum beams to span a 16-foot
stretch of "living room" canyon. Daniel

has supplemented the American Flyer
equipment saved from his childhood
with new plastic and brass locomotives,
which run on American Models
sectional track. At an estimated 60 scale
mph, it takes over 5 minutes for his
trains to traverse the main line. He has
a staging/storage yard, but no scenery
or structures yet.
Southern Pacific's Sacramento
Division—Vic Cherven Sr. and Vic Jr.:
This club-sized standard-gauge layout
in S scale, designed by Vic Jr. and under
construction since 1987, depicts the SP's
Sacramento Division circa 1953 in a 20
x 45-foot ground-floor room. The nerve
center is the 6-foot-long control panel
above Sacramento's Elvas wye tower,
which routes traffic through Sacramento
south to Lodi and Stockton, west toward
Oakland, and east to Roseville and
beyond. Operating from three cabs
wired through this panel, main line
engineers run local and through freights
and several of SP's famous passenger
trains, while four yard engineers
working at local panels switch the 40foot hump yard at Roseville, the
passenger and coach yards at
Sacramento, the WP-ATSF-Central
California Traction staging/interchange
yard at Stockton, and many industrial
spurs. Equipment ranges from 1950'svintage American Flyer to the newest
brass imports.
Future plans include extending the main
line over Donner Pass to Sparks,
Nevada and adding two branch lines to
Sierra Nevada foothill communities, in
a John Armstrong-inspired mushroom
design enhanced by the room's unique
terraced floor.
From San Jose or the South Bay, take
1-680 and/or 1-580 east through
Livermore to 1-205 and 1-5. Follow 1-5
north to Stockton and exit on State route
4 East (Crosstown Fwy) to US 99. Take
US 99 North one exit to State royte 26
and follow Hwy 26 east 32 miles to La
Contenta Golf Course (approx. 1 mi SW
of Valley Springs). Turn R off Hwy 26
on St. Andrews Rd. Follow St. Andrews
to top of hill, turn L onto Oakmont Ct.
House is at end of court (184 Oakmont).
From the East Bay or North Bay, take
State route 12 east through Lodi to
Valley Springs, then turn R onto Hwy
26 and follow it to St. Andrews Rd.
From the Central Valley, take US 99 to
either Hwy 26 or 12 and head east.

SAN JOSE PREVIEW

Vic Cherven (Sr. and Jr.) are building a
large layout that began as mostly AF
and migrated to hi-rail and then to
mostly scale. AF 0-8-0 has KDs and is
converted to DC. Those contemplating
conversion from AF or hi-rail to scale
will enjoy this layout. Photo by one of
the above.

Above- Ed Loizeaux's large scale layout is progressing. There are several interesting
bridges such as this 11 foot long stone arch viaduct (no stones yet) which are part
of a 300 foot double track mainline. Ed models early NYC - Amtrak locos are
temporary stand-ins. More photos in 9/99 RMC. Photo below is actually Bob Hogan's,
but Don Harper's Sn3 layout features similar scenes. Top photo by Ed Louzeaux,
bottom Bob Werre
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FIXIN' FLYER By David Dewey:
HI-FLOOR RAILROADING - CHRISTMAS LAYOUTS!

A

diversion from repairing this
month in honor of the holidays.
This is the time of year when
some of us finally get to PLAY with
our trains. What I'm about to describe I
will call "Hi-Floor Railroading." It
is railroading, almost on the floor,
but not on a table either.

requires a single sheet, and it may store
easier if in 2 or more pieces.
This piece is laid directly on the floor. I
add a "lip" or "railing" on the exposed

These Ideas were developed over
the years, and some have been
freely purloined from my old-time
friend, Mike Wright. Mike's family
and mine go back to before I was
around; his father influenced mine
to buy American Flyer because it
was more realistic than "the others."
His family always had a Christmastime train layout, ususally
elaborate, and Mike continues that
tradition, maybe even augmenting
it! This influenced me to have my
wintertime layouts, as I've noted
before, in a vacated vacation cabin,
but as college life interfered with
these all-winter layouts, I started
doing "under the tree" layouts
instead.
The basic idea is to have the track
secured enough to be reliable, and
to hide wires and other stuff by
using white sheets of fabric (bed
sheets are good) as the "ground
cover." This imitates a winter snow
scene, or as the All Aboard panels were
marketed, a "Winter Wonderland."
The Base
First thing is a solid base, and, hmm...
maybe even before that, the rule to: Do
no damage to the floor covering! Mom
or "significant other" will probably
enforce that rule! So, since most homes
now have carpeting, and carpeting is not
a smooth surface, and it stains easily
(smoke fluid, etc.), you need to protect
it and provide a stable base for your
layout. The tree stand will benefit too.
I used a single sheet of 3/8" plywood,
mostly because there was a sale on when
I needed the stuff. Thicker is okay,
maybe even better. Also, as my home is
small, my base is custom cut to fit
around our entertainment center with
one corner lopped off to give more
walking area. I ended up with a 4 x 7
foot base. If you can use a larger area
than one sheet, there is nothing that
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sides of some 3/8" by about 1" oak,
stained and finished, nailed or screwed
on the edge of the plywood base (fig. 1
shows three ways of doing this). This
keeps the future wires and "scenery"
material in, and makes the installation
look finished. I used oak because I like
it, and I had some lying around; you may
find some pre-fmished molding at the
lumberyard that will do the same job.
The Tree
Some layouts use elevated track, as does
my layout (only way I could do
something besides an oval in my space).
Since the tree limbs could be in the way,
I made a heavy-duty platform for my
tree stand out of some 1" plywood scrap
and some 2x4s. the plywood is not cut
square, but is large enough for the tree
stand and the edges are cut with a saber
saw to an irregular shape with no sharp
corners. Mine sets the tree 6" off the
floor and is approximately 19" square.

I hide my whistling billboard underneath
it.
Track Plan
While I stll have my "Pike Planner Kit"
that I use to plan my layouts, Mike still
uses a ruler and compass; there's also
track planning software available
nowadays. The point is, plan your
layout on paper ahead of time! You can
mark grids on the plywood to help
you visualize where the tracks will
go. Don't forget that the tree needs
room too. After you've planned,
figure out where wires need to go,
and don't forget extra feeder wires
for the far side of the layout. Also
remember that it may be difficult to
reach some areas after the tree and
everything is in place. Avoid hidden
switches and other derailment prone
things where you can't easily reach
them (my own layout violates this
rule, and I regret it frequently).
While you can put wires down after
the track is in place, it is easier to
do it ahead of time.
I mount all my control buttons on a
piece of plywood with a multitude
of narrow 3/4" thick runners
fastened underneath so that it sits
flat on the floor, yet allows the wires
to be run under it. I recommend a
runner on each end and some in the
middle as needed — kids can push
down hard on those remote control
buttons. Holes through the plywood
allow the wires to go to the buttons
and switch controllers. No
dimensions here, as each set-up will
be unique. Mine just fits in one corner
of my platform and is shaped to clear
the tracks just in front of it. Hold down
the wires with masking tape wherever
necessary, but give yourself some slack
to move them to where they are actually
needed when the layout is finished.
Elevated Sections
As I mentioned, my track requires
elevated sections. I use 1/4" plywood
which is cookie-cut to irregular shapes,
often wider than track width, to support
these. If you will be doing different
layouts each year, you can cut these
subroadbed support pieces the length of
each piece of track. If your layout will
be the same each time, you can cut out
larger sections - half a diameter, for
example. I support these with blocks of
1/2" thck wood 2" wide cut to match
AF's trestle dimensions; 5/16" rise per
track section (pieces will be 1/2", 13/
16", 1-1/8", etc., tall. I have cut a bunch

Setting up supports for raised areas, including a bridge.
The thick support with tunnel portals on it is the tree
base.

Bridge area with "scenery" applied.

At age 3, my nephew, Giancarlo Anro, is running the
trains. Isn't this what they were all about?

Train is climbing the trestle part of the upper level.
Photos by David Dewey

of these out with a table saw and label
them by number, shortest being #2 (the
base plywood counts as #1). You may
exceed this grading on straight sections,
because, like the prototype, it takes more
energy to pull a train through curved
track. A trick that my friend Mike
showed me is that by adding a piece
of wide-radius track at the beginning
and end of a curve provides a smooth
transition, especially on grades, and the
trains seem to run smoother.
I nail support pieces together with 1"
long (or less) #17 brads, usually predrilling the plywood and supports so
they don't split. In a random manner,

but especially near switches, I nail the
track down (after the sheet covering is
in place and the track tested) using the
tie holes and #17 small nails, being
careful not to dent the ties or kink the
track. I recommend the use of a nail
punch so you don't accidentally hit your
rail. Most of the rest of the track is held
together with track clips.
You can leave gaps on the elevated
sections and use trestle bents or bridges
to create more interest. If you put
switches on a grade, they work best if
the track is kept on the same grade with
at least one-half track length on either
side of the switch, and two switches

together should be on the same gradient.
The Scenery
The "finishing touch" is the covering; it
will hide a multitude of sins and odd
woodworking, as well as a bunch of
oddly colored wire, you can use all sorts
of things to shape the covering too. I
have a section of elevated track along
one edge of my layout. Under the
support structure, I stuff some plastic
garbage bags and old newspapers to fill
out the space. The sheet is draped over
these and tucked under so it presses
against the oak lip on my base edge. This
makes for a finished look. Where wires
need to come through, a small slit
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A Mike Wright
seasonal layout.
Lots of complicated
2-level trackage
here.
Note,
accessories are
within easy reach.

One side of Mike Wright's Christmas layout of a few years
ago. Lots of interest here.

My on the floor layout. Note the "package tunnels" and
the wood edging. Can you spot the accessories?
Photos by David Dewey
through the sheet allows access and isn't
very noticeable. You sometimes have to
maneuver wire so it goes between ties
and doesn't lift the track. Be creative!
You want tunnels?
A quickie tunnel building guide: Using
3/8" or so plywood, cut a rectangular
piece about 4-3/4" x 5" and cut a tunnel
opening in it at least 4" high, 3-1/4"
wide. Of course, saw out an arch at the
top. I paint these with a spray can of
red oxide primer. When dry, I put brick
morter lines on it with a ruler and a silver
metalworker's pencil. I then make a
tunnel lining and floor about 5" back
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from the portal with black construction
paper and white glue (fig. 2). The lining
helps supports the portal and makes the
tunnel look dark. The track holds each
tunnel opening in place. Just fit in the
tunnels and drape the sheet covering
over the forms. Remember, curves will
require wider portals, and operating
brakemen and Frontiersman sets will
require higher tunnels! Use aluminum
foil spray painted black if you want a
rocky looking tunnel lining - don't lay
under tracks though.
Highways can be made from black
poster board, white edges can be

touched up with a black marker. You
can make these in sections and just lay
them down. Use chalk to make stipes
and pedestrian crossings. Add some
diecast cars, and the roadway should
stay in place.
Now add some self-standing trees here
and there, your accessories, some
buildings and you can start running your
holiday trains.
- Merry Christmas, David Dewey
Comments, questions:
djdewey@cncnet.com or 3435
Myers St., Oroville, CA 95966.

A MINI REVIEW

NJ International Crossing Gate and Signal
By Bill McCFimg

T

he NJ International S scale brass
crossing gate signal is of brass
construction with bi-directional
LED lighting with a movable "A" type
wood gate. $49.95 a pair. The unit has
a relay box at its base that sits on four
small feet. The base of the box is 22"
square and tapers up to 5' 4" to a 15"
square top. The top of the box has a
radius. The box itself has a working
access door on the street side. The
overall height of the unit from bottom
of base to top of bell is 14' 9".
Crossbucks are 4' in length. From base
to center of crossbucks is 11' 8".
Warning light targets are 20" in
diameter. Center to center of the two
targets is 2' 4". From base to centerline
of the lights is approximately 7' 10". A
4" pipe extends up out of the relay box
to the bell and supports the crossbucks
and warning light. The gate simulates
1-1/2" x 4" material. It measures 20' 8"

from tip to rear of counter weights. The
gate measures 17' 8" from tip to center
of relay box. When the gate is up, the
overall height is 22' 4".
The four red lights on the gate are
simulated and non-working. The 2
warning lights on both sides of the post
are working. There are numerous types
of crossing gates in use today and used
in the past. I checked this gate against
SP specs I found on page 78, Vol. 3
Common Standard Plans. In
comparison, a frew points: SP target
20", height of SP unit 13' 9". SP unit,
30" center to center lights in target.
Height of base on SP is 5' 6". Other
printing on the page is too small to read,
but the gate measurements are in line
with the SP measurements. You might
want to compare these measurements
with p. 30 of the Feb., '99 Dispatch. ed.

An NJ International highway crossing
signal and gate is shown next to an
AHL truck. ~

You won't believe
www.americanflyertrains.com
or SASE to:
P.O. Box 691895
Orlando, FL 32869-1895

PORT LINES HOBBY SUPPLIES

"Specialists in American Flyer Trains, & S-Gauge Railroading"

STRUCTURE KITS. & REEFERS
The entire line may be viewed on our website.
Latest kit releases:
19th century brick, 2-stall Firehouse; $74.95
Icing Platform and Icehouse; $58.95.
Latest R-T-R Wood-sided Refrigerator car;
URTX "Banana" reefer.
$36.95 each, plus $4 shipping per order.
(9 other road names still available.)
Coming in August: Schlitz Beer

Doug Peck
6 Storeybrooke Drive
Newburyport, MA 01950
(978)-465-8798 (Phone/Fax)
Toll-free: (888)- 708-0782 (Orders only, please)
E-mail: portlines@aol.com
http://trainweb.com/crocon/portlines.html

NEW; BAKER'S CHOCOLATE FLATCAR!!
Modeled after the prototype; available with 2
different prototype numbers. Highrail only;
operating KC trucks. $49.95 each; plus $4
shipping per order. (View In color on website)
AMERICAN FLYER PARTS
Complete Repair Parts Catalog: $3.00 ppd.
Parts Catalog plus Sales Catalogs: $6.00 ppd.
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"Where We Make Tasty Sandwiches Of Your Club News

THE CLUB SANDWICH
By Dave Pool

T

he Bristol S Gangers (BSG)
were hosted by Tom Robichaud
in Fitchburg,MA. for their
meeting in September. Tom has a great
S layout featuring some 40 handlaid
turnouts, according to the Bristoliner
newsletter.
Tom's layout has been
under construction for only a year, and
mucrT progress has been made. The
layout uses Code .148 track with
handlaid turnouts. Some members of
the BSG went to the Central Jersey S
Gaugers (CJSG) annual weekend meet
and get-together. This was held in
central New Jersey and many vendors
were present to display their S gauge
wares. Those attendees interested were
taken on a tour of the new S Helper
Service (SHS) warehouse and office
facility.
The BSG was hosted in October by
Dale Hazenzahl, where the club layout
was set up in the "clubhouse" over the
garage. This was a good chance to set
up the layout and test operate for future
show presentations. The layout was
brought to the Train Collectors Show,
New Haven, CT. and operated for those
that came. The layout features Code
.148 track and the scenery includes an
S gauge hopper car dumper, and
mountains with wood trestle over an S
gauge-scale stream.
Recent additions this year include a
center yard area that can be used to
make up trains to be operated on the
layout. The trains can be made up and
then operated out to the main line when
scheduled. Doug Peck will host the
group in November, and John Ciarleglio
is scheduled to host in December. The
BSG is planning on attending the
Greenburg Show, Wilmington, MA. on
Dec. 4 & 5. They are planning to again
attend the train show held in the Big E
Fairgrounds, West Springfield, MA. on
Feb. 5 & 6, 2000, with their layout.
This is a very large two day show which
they have attended with their layout for
some past years. Skip Readio is Pres.;
Jim Collins, V.P; Chet Brown,
Treasurer; and Dick Connors, Sect'y.
In existence since 1948, they advertise
their club as the oldest "S-Gauge Club
in America".
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T

he Conn. S Gaugers (CSG) are
mourning the loss of Bill Krause,
their founder, organizer, and coordinator
of some fifteen years. Bill organized
the drawing up of standards and the
building of modules that could operate
both S scale and AF or high rail S trains.
The first meeting of the group was held
at the home of your column editor with
Bill and Bob Mitchell attending. Bill
hosted meetings at his home until he got
enough members to begin the scheduling
of meetings at various members homes.
Member Don Ross has a large scenicked
S scale layout which was used by
members at the meetings hosted by Don,
in the early years of the CSG activities.
This layout was originally built by Joe
Scales, and cut into pieces to facilitate
moving to Don Ross's basement. Some
moving of the heating system piping was
required in order to accomodate the large
layout.
Bill Mark hosted the group in
September, in Pleasant Valley, N. Y. Bill
and his son, Bill Mark III have under
construction a large S scale layout
featuring New York Central prototype.
The layout is expertly built and trains
operate flawlessly over the scale
trackage. Large radius curves make
operation of long trains possible and
reliable. The CSG visited the Peters
RR Museum , Wallingford, CT. in
August. This museum is located in the
basement of the curator, and includes
real RR artifacts along with an HO scale
layout that can be operated from real
RR controls. There are RR patent
models for various equipment and track
systems, and a full scale RR ticket
window with tickets and stamp
validating equipment.
The CSG was hosted by Mark
Anderson in Oct. in Thomaston, CT.
In connection with the meeting, the
group was able to ride the Naugatuck
RR from Thomaston to Waterbury
round trip. This is a tourist RR that
operates between Thomaston &
Waterbury, CT. Mark Anderson has a
AF layout that features scenery from his
hometown, using Plasticville buildings.
The CSG brought their modular layout
to the Cheshire High School Ram Band
Train Show, in November. This is the

first show that the group brought and
set up their layout for showcasing S
gauge and scale S trains. Because of
the expansion and construction of the
High School,, the show was held this
Fall at the Highland Middle School, up
the road from the normal location, in
the High School. Bill Fuhrman is
President; Steve Kutash, V.P.; and Craig
O'Connell, Secretary of the CSG.
Craig writes and edits the club
newsletters, and organizes the Club
Website: http://trainweb.org/csg/

T

he American S Scale Circle
(ASSC) newsletter published by
NASG member Kelvin White, included
full S scale drawings of two steam
engines being planned for production by
River Raisin Models and Bills Train
Shop. These are the brass Berkshire 28-4 and pewter and brass consolidation
2-8-0, respectively. Kelvin reports on
his plans to withdraw t h e - S n 3
Blackwater Southern from the High
Wycombe Exibition in early November.
His last exhibition was at the NMRA
British
Region
Convention,
Peterborough in October.
Kelvin attended the NASG convention
in Minneapolis, with John Prior. He
may not be able to attend the California
convention though. Kelvin plans to
spend some time modelling in S scale in
the new year, and with reduced schedule
of displays he should have the badly
needed time for such effort. He plans
to have a small narrow gauge S scale
"fun" layout (non-American prototype)
called Karacsony at the Scout Rail
Exhibition, to be held at Exeter Hall,
Kidlington, on January 8 & 9, 2000.
The displays are a good way to
showcase our favorite gauge, and there
are apparently plenty of candidates for
conversion in the U.K.

D

enis Fortier and Alex Binkley edited
the June issue of the Canadian S
Scale Quarterly (CSSQ). This issue
includes a rundown on what is
happening in S scale, and news of new
products including the group's own
products, a semaphore and derail
switches. The newsletter includes
advertisements for several S suppliers,
and repair services offering S related
activity. Members Ron Scott and Dave
Mehew have decided to offer their
substantial experience and abilities to
construct custom built layouts. They
have run ads in the Canadian Railway
Modeller Magazine to advertise their
services. Member Joe Pereira wrote a

detailed article entitled What's Up For
S in the newsletter that describes
available S equipment and the Canadian
prototype models that are available.
Alex Binkley described his S modelling
and the layout that he is building at a
retirement home some five hours from
his normal place of abode. Alex is
active in the Ottawa Valley Associated
Railroaders, a mixed scale group to
which he shows off his S scale models.
Jim Smith of Eganville edited the early
Fall issue of the CSSQ. After eight
years of coordinating the newsletter,
Paul Raham will be turning the task over
to Joe Periera of Edmonton. The
coordinator's role has been to accept and
promote subscriptions, find an editor for
each issue, and assume the duties of
the treasurer. In addition, the
coordinator assists each editor as
needed. ( What does he do in his spare
time ? ). The most recent newsletter
includes a group of interesting
information, including the fact the only
two Canadian RR prototype cars that
A.C. Gilbert ever produced were the
Canadian National Reefer in 1958 and
the Canadian Pacific flat car of 1959.
Editor Jim Smith included an interesting
article describing his Lower Holleford
RR, and the history of the construction
of the layout. It occupies an area
approx. 19 ft. long x 5 to 6 ft. wide, and
includes yards at Meateorville, engine
servicing facilities at Kratoer including
a turntable and engine house. Track is
standard AF with Pikemaster and
regular turnouts. The scenery is mostly
done with found materials including
moss, lichen, and plant stems. Most of
the structures are wood and mat board.
The layout includes a custom built
snowplow built from an AF caboose.
he South Jersey S Gaugers
T
(SJSG) held a train show at the
Bellmawr, New Jersey Fire House in
October. No less than 36 vendors who
normally attend the show were listed in
the advertising brochure. Snacks and
lunch were available at the show. The
group normally meets at the firehouse.
They are planning visits with other clubs
and the Lehigh Valley club was planning
a visit to the SJSG area and members
layouts with a trip to the Lehigh Valley
area in the future. Other possible trips
include one to the East Broad Top RR
and one to Steamtown. Dan DeSantis
hosted a play trains group in July. These
are separate meetings at members homes
or places of interest separate from the
regular meetings.

The SJSG group brought their portable
S gauge layout to the Large Scale Train
Show held in central New Jersey. This
show featured trains from the larger
scales, including S, O, and G gauge.
The SJSG layout made a welcome
addition to the show. The layout was
exhibited in Sept. at a show in Chadds
Ford, PA., at the Greenberg Train Show,
Pennsauken, N.J. in November, as well
as at their own show on October 10.
Member Dan DeSantis is helping plan
a new layout for the group, which will
measure 12 ft. x 26 ft. The layout will
include three loops to operate trains, as
well as an elevated loop and point to
point track section. Additionally two
staging areas for outgoing and incoming
trains will be incorporated into the
layout. Sounds like a lot of planning
and thought are going into the new
layout, and it will undoubtedly will be
a very good showcase of our favorite
gauge.
SJSG members Joe Balcer, Dan
DeSantis,, Larry Gawlinski and Hank
Worrell visited fellow S gauger Dave
Pierce in Pennsylvania to operate his SAF layout that uses Gargraves and AF
track. Dave Pierce has modified the AF
switches to isolate the lighting from the
solenoid. Capacitors are used to boost
the voltage to the solenoid coil and result
in clean operation of the turnouts,
according to the report of the newsletter.
To quote: " When Dave throws a switch,
it's hurled" The AF turnouts are
modified to straighten out the curvature
and produce in effect a larger number
turnout which allows parallel tracks to
be closer together. An article by Dan
DeSantis in a recent issue of the
newsletter described the S Helper
Service caboose and included a closeup detailed photo of the caboose with
the body off.
'T'he Baltimore Area AF Club
1 (BAAFC) were hosted by Sid
Krebs in October, in Glen Rock, PA.
Sid is a friend of the club members and
operates 25 ft.x 25 ft. HO layout. The
layout features a 225 ft. main line, full
cab controls, and extensive scenery.
Member Bob Davison coordinated the
meeting at Sid Krebs layout. The
BAAFC group were hosted by member
Russell Weaver in September.
Benchwork for Russell's layout is
completed and the trackwork is being
put down. The layout will eventually
include two helixes and a turntable.
David Avedesian hosted the group in
November, and they went on a field trip

to the B & O Museum RR Old Main
Line Tour. They operated their layout
at the Greenberg Train & Collectibles
Toy Show, Timonium, MD. on Dec. 4
& 5. The group plans to operate their
layout at the John Hopkins Hospital,
Baltimore, MD on Dec. 11. This is a
service display which is greatly
appreciated by the hospital patients and
the public alike. Other clubs would do
well to consider this type of layout
display. On Dec. 16,1999 the BAAFC
is planning their annual club holiday
dinner.
The BAAFC is planning to set up their
layout at the TTOS swap meet, Earleigh
Heights, on Dec. 19. Member Barry
Berson coordinated a visit to the "
Celebrate the Century " train, an
Amtrak train sponsored by the Postal
Service. The train was at the
Montgomery County Fairgrounds,
Gaithersburg, MD. in October. The
train toured the country in connection
with the issiie of special postage stamps.
Ron Kolb ably coordinates the BAAFC
group and writes the newsletters.
HPhe Altoona Area Train Collectors
1 Club (AATCQ routinely hold their
meetings in the Memorial Hall at the
Railroaders Memorial Museum,
Altoona, PA. Gregg Miller is Pres. and
Coordinator of the club, and recently
became co-chairman of the NASG
Promotions Committee. Johnstown, PA.
Members of the club, including Henry
Streilin, Jim Lear, Doug Grab, and Dave
Charkins, made a gift to the AATCC
of a tool box filled with tools to be used
on the modular layout that the club uses
for display. The tool box with tools is a
useful and worthwhile gift that can
prevent hard feelings about borrowed
tools. The AATCC is planning their
annual holiday celebration for the
forthcoming season.

T

he
Rochester
Area
S
Gaugers (RASG) were hosted by
member George Cole in September.
George has a 10 ft. x 13 ft. AF layout
that was operated by those attending the
meeting. Plans are in the works to
expand the layout, with another 5 ft. x
10 ft. section. Mike Holland reported
that the sum of $ 1000. has been donated
to the club for the purchase of a trailer
to carry their modular or portable layout
around to various shows and places that
it would be displayed. Harry Butler
hosted the group in October, in
Rochester. Member Roger Delthony
hosted the RASG in November, and he
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has a layout under construction that was
viewed by those attending. Chuck
Smith is planning to host the group in
December or Jan., 2000.
The RASG is planning to set up their
portable layout at the GATS Show, at
the Dome, in Rochester. It is a two day
show and there is a need of help from
the various members of the group.
Member Mike Shea has become a dealer
for the line of S scale kits distributed
by Rem's RR Models, Grand Blanc,
ML The craftsman -style kits are of
wood construction and include models
of typical early 20 th century RR cars.
Members of the Club can order through
Mike. Harry Butler writes and
distributes the Club newsletter. A recent
issue included information on the new
products available in S gauge along with
a description of the TCA 2000 National
Convention S gauge cars.
'T'he North Penn S Gaugers (NPSG)
_L were hosted by Phil and Linda
Williams, in September. A guest, Rob
Weidemeyer, attended along with ten
club members including Allison
Williams, daughter of the hosts. She
helped her father operate their AF layout
which has three main lines and several
switching operations. The group was
hosted by Norm and Carol Lepping in
October. Member Dave Heine wrote
an interesting article that was included
in a recent newsletter describing how
he became an S ganger. Dave is
primarily interested in S narrow gauge
railroading, and is building a layout in
a large 25 ft. x 34 ft. space with the
layout located around the walls and on
one peninsula. Joe Bavitz wrote a
similar article that described his interest
in S gauge and how cleaning out the
attic yielded descovery of AF equipment
that was stoered away for years and
forgotten. Joe built a room in the attic
and is in the process of constructing a
14 ft. x 16 ft. layout.
NPSG member Keith Thompson wrote
an article published in the same
newsletter issue as those already
described describing his interest in
model railroading as it evolved from N
gauge, to HO gauge, to S gauge. During
November, December, and January the
club plans to have special meetings and
work sessions to upgrade their modular
layout. They plan to bring their layout
to the Family Heritage Restaurant show
in Franconia, PA. in January, 2000. In
another recent issue of the club's
newsletter, member Thomas Boussum
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had an article describing how he became
involved in S gauge. His father was
employed at the Reading locomotive
shops, Reading, Pa., and set up
Christmas tree display layouts every
year, using AF O gauge trains. After
gravitating to HO gauge, he was
encouraged by his wife, Sylvia, to set
up the S gauge trains that he had
received in his childhood years for a
holiday display. Don Thompson, a
friend of the NPSG, also wrote an
article describing his involvment in AF
trains and eventual switch over to the
more detailed scale S trains. This was
triggered by the purchase of four scale
cars built up and purchased from a
supplier of AF trains that Don had been
purchasing his trains from. Don lived
in Laurence Harbor, N.J., where he had
good exposure to PRR K-4's, Baldwin
Sharks, E-7's, CNJ camelbacks, and
later Trainmasters. Glenn Ritter edits
the club newsletter, and a recent issue
included a listing of club shows and
open houses in the PA-NPSG area.
Track ballasting on the NPSG modules
is being undertaken after some planning
and testing. They use a mixture of 507
50 Woodland Scenics Grey Course B89
and Brown Course B86. This is to
simulate Conrail East type ballast. The
application is made by spreading the
adhesive on the sides of the roadbed and
then sprinkling the ballast upon it. The
ballast is spread between the ties dry
and then sprayed with adhesive or mixed
with dry adhesive and spread between
the ties, after which the adhesive is set
by spraying with water. The group
plans to display their layout at the
Greenberg Train Show in December in
Fort Washington, PA.
he Potomac Valley S Gauge
T
Assoc.(PVSGA) was met at the
home of Dan Vandermause in Sept. and
October. Dick Cataldi hosted in
November. The members are in the
process of finishing basic trackwork and
installing wiring on their modular S
gauge layout. Member Bill Oertly
developed a wiring diagram over the
summer that will be placed under each
module. Color coding for the wiring
has also been developed by Bill, which
should help in any trouble shooting that
might be needed in the future. Wiring
supplies have been ordered and the plan
is to proceed with the finishing of the
modular layout.
At the meeting at Dick Cataldi's
residence there is a large garage which

will be made available for the assembly
of the modules. Dan Vandermause edits
the newsletter and there has never been
a club layout in operation over the past
35 years he says. At the November
meeting it was planned to install bridge
rails and continue wiring, and trackwork
tasks, and watch trains run for the first
time. The PVSGA serves S Gaugers
in the Maryland, Virginia, and District
of Columbia.
he modular layout of the Suncoast
AF Enthusiasts (SAFE) is very
popular and the group was requested to
display the layout at two of the largest
train shows in the Florida area where
the group meets. The group was hosted
by Frank's Trains in August, and Larry
Heffelfinger chaired the meeting. Bob
Brown has purchased a train for the
club, and it was run on the layout of
Dennis McDonald at the Sept. meeting
that Dennis hosted. The SAFE'group
is ordering new T-shirts, and member
Rick Moock is coordinating the process
with samples of engine drawings that
can be used on the front of the shirts.
Joe Flora hosted the group in October,
and Bill Corder will host the group for
a meeting in December.

T

A recent issue of The Flyer, newsletter
for the SAFE and edited by Anna
Spinella, included copies of photos of
John Phipps and his exhibit at a local
home for the elderly. The group recently
welcomed new members Richard
Pollack and Richard Brown. The
former retired recently and is planning
on working on an S gauge layout. The
newsletter editor, Anna, is planning to
spotlight activities of the members that
might compliment their interest in S
gauge trains. A recent issue included a
description of the Civil War and other
early military battles, programs, and
parades that members Barry Laderer
and Rick Moock both participate in.
The SAFE set up mad displayed their
layout at the H & R Train Show, St.
Petersburg, FL. in October. Their
newsletter includes a useful listing of
the train related events and shows in
their area.
he Southeastern Michigan S
T
Gaugers (SMSG) were hosted by
Dave and Nancy Held in October, in
Imlay City, MI. Dave's layout is the
Port Huron & Northern. The theme of
the meeting was Michigan-based freight
cars, and members were encouraged to
bring a model, photo and/or story about
a freight car from one of Michigan's

home roads. Gaylord Gill, president of
the group, hosted them in Troy, ML, in
November. The module committee has
been working on a track plan and block
control schematic for the club's
modules. Locating pins and multiple
conductor plugs will be utilized at the
center joints (in the interest of
streamlining set up) with S-MOD
standards on the ends. A cost analysis
is being made for the equipment of the
modules. Brooks Stover catergorized
all the library references with titles and
short descriptions. Any materials that
the members are willing to loan to other
club members will be included on the
master listing. This sounds like a very
worthwhile venture, as the various
members have a wealth of reference
materials that can be shared to provide
the membership with good reference and
reading material.
Sig Fleischmann, Dave Wehrwein, and
their wives went on a joint Alaskan
vacation recently and made extensive
use of the White Horse & Yukon RR.
The trip was described to the club at a
recent meeting. Joel & Phyllis DeWitt
took a similar trip in past years time.
Bob Pardington rode on the Grand
Traverse RR and gave a review of his
trip at a recent meeting of the SMSG.
Gordon Michael edits the newsletter,
sometimes with help from members.
e Chicagoland Assoc. of S
J. Gaugers (CASG) held a meeting
at Dora's Pizza, Melrose Park, IL. on
Sept. 17. The normal place of meeting
is on the third Friday of the month at
Walter Lutheran H.S., Melrose Park, IL.
Joel Lebovitz is President, and Dave
Sengenberger, Sect'y. Member Joe
Taylor was welcomed back to the group
after a triple heart bypass operation.
Guest Mike Junio was present at the
meeting.
The CASG Flyer was edited by Mike
Krope, and included an interesting
article by Rich Gajnak on the Kansas
Grain Belt RR. Dieselization of the
KGB RR began in March, 1949. with
the arrival of switching locomotives for
assignment to the Kansas City, KS.,
yard. Three Electromotive SW-7's and
two Alco S-l's were the first diesels
brought to the yards. Operations at the
yards and the change-over to diesel
locomotive power are described in
Rich's article.
Ohio
S
T heSealersNorthern
(NOSS) met at the home

of Jack and Sharon Sudimak in Medina,
OH. The group frequently has a
scheduled clinic at their meetings to
keep things interesting. The clinic for
the meeting at the Sudimack's was
entitled First Annual Closet Clean Out
Swap Meet & Sale-a-thon. Oftentimes
S club members pack up all of the items
that they want to sell, drag it hundreds
of miles to a spree or show, and end up
selling it to someone in their own club.
To circumvent all this unnecessary
travel and moving of goods, the NOSS
had a sale of their own members' goods
at their meeting. Sounds like a good
idea.
Gary Ippolito edits the newsletter, and
a recent issue included color photos
taken at the Berea Depot where the
group held a meeting at the Pufferbelly
Restaurant. The photos were taken
outdoors and appear to be S gauge
models including a well detailed Rex
saddle tank engine. Must have been
good models to be mistaken for the real
thing ! The photos were taken by Gary,
who has moved and is in the process of
unpacking in Bay Village, OH. The
NOSS welcomed new members Mike
Graham and Tim Ryan to their group.
Member George Ricketts explained the
activities of the local NMRA chapter,
and the fact that visitors were welcome
to the meetings.

T

he State-line S Gaugers (SLSG)
met at the home of Jim and Andrew
Larson, in Roscoe, IL. The Larson's
have hosted the group more than one
time this year. A highlight of their
Summer was the picnic hosted by Dave
and Carol Tanner, in Roscoe,IL.
Attendance at the picnic included 45
club members and family. There was a
heated horseshoe match between club
members John Wickland, Mac
McGrath, and Roger ("the magnet")
Nimtz and Art Doty. In October the
SLSG held a joint outing with the
Badgerland S Gaugers(BSG) in
Marshall, WI. to ride Wisconsin's
longest 1/3 scale ( 16 inch GA.) live
steam railroad. The RR is located in
the Little A-Merrick-A Amusement
Park, in Marshall. The railroad sounds
great and the opportunity of meeting
members from another club and sharing
an afternoon is a super opportunity.
Your column editor rode on the Romney,
Hythe & Dymchurch Railway in
England this past Fall. The RR has
some 11 live steam locos and two
recently built diesels. The tracks are
13 miles long (some double tracked)

along the English Channel coast.
Terry Dyer hosted the SLSG in
November, and plans are underway for
the annual Christmas Dinner meeting in
Rockford, IL. In early January the
group is planning on attending the
Monroe Train Show, Monroe, WI.
Mac McGrath edits the club newsletter.

T

he AF S Gaugers of the St. Louis
Area (AFSGSLA) have spent their
Fall planning and carrying out the 1999
Fall S Fest. A lot of planning and
work went into the organizing and
carrying-out of the event. The record
breaking three day event was held at
the Holiday Inn, St. Louis, Westport,
MO., over Halloween weekend. The
Fest souvenircar was a (Lionel AF)
three bay covered hopper car, white with
red Monsanto lettering.
Craig Tarpoff hosted the group in
November, in Granite City, IL. Craig
has converted a spacious sunroom at the
rear of his house into a train muiseum
and layout display area. His layout
includes a double helix track
configuration. In mid-November the
AFSGSLA commensed setting up the
Famous Barr S gauge layout that the
group has built and displayed at the
downtown department store in the past
years. For the first time the layout will
be set up directly at the department store
window display site without the initial
trial set up in a warehouse to debug any
problems. In early December the group
was hosted by member Jim Anderson,
in his new home in St. Charles, MO.
This will be the first time that Jim has
hosted the group.
The AFSGSLA will bring their portable
layout to the TCA Train Show, at
Lutheran South HS.
Gary Mueller
edits the newsletter, and Moe Berk
coordinates the group. Their slogan is
" It's just for the fun of it !" They do a
mighty lot for the fun of it.

T

he Badgerland S Gaugers (BSG)
are " a social club for the promotion
of model railroading—especially S
gauge including American Flyer, hi-rail,
scale and other facets.." according to
their charter. Member Jim Maslowski
hosted the group in Sept. in West Allis,
WI. Fifteen members attended including
the host. Jim made a trip to the San
Diego, CA. railroad museum and gave
a description to the members. The BSG
probably is the most active S gauge train
group in the country sponsoring train
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shows. They sponsored shows in Oct., the column, along with the reasons to question: "Which is the best (model RR
Nov., Dec. and plan one for January. Roy justify the operations in the beginning. )scale ?", the S Say responds: Think
Meissner will host the group in It is one way that one can have something about this: There's a reason why
December, and Gary Children will host that is not commercially available. The Superman doesn't wear "HO" on his
in January. The BSG is holding elections project for the initial Workbench Notes chest.
at this time of the year because the terms column is the AF 630 caboose. This car
of officers is one year from Jan. 1 thru is a common one. The kitbasher should 'T'he Bay Area S Sealers (BASS) were
Dec. 31. The club has a board of write down the "what" and "why" of
J. hosted by Ken Reiter, in San Jose, in
Directors which each serve three year the project. What is the purpose of the September. Ken's scale layout has
terms. The year of office for the kitbashing. The newsletter included overhead wire with mainline minimum
directorships is staggered so that every Tom's diagram of the proposed radius of 56 inches. The layout is on a
year one director is elected. Member Ron modifications to the caboose, with further shelf 79 inches above the floor, so that it
Schlicht is editor of the newsletter and steps in the kitbashing to follow in will not interfere with the shop in the two
Secretary of the group. Dick Kloes is another issue. Your column editor car garage. The shop is the construction
Pres.; Roy Meissner, V.P.; and Jeffrey remembers one awsome kitbashing site for equipment to be run on an outdoor
Young, Treasurer. Jeff Madden, editor project suggested by S gauger Dick 7.5 inch gauge layout. The group were
of the Dispatch magazine is active in Karnes in the magazine that he once hosted by member Ed Loizeaux in July.
this group, and reported on new S gauge edited. Dick suggested (I would suspect, Seventeen members and guests attended
items or useable-in-S items that are on tongue in cheek) kitbashing a the meeting at Ed's. Ed has a very large
the marketplace. The club's modular heavyweight S gauge passenger car using S scale layout that he is in the process of
layout was displayed at Milwaukee's either a plastic or brass S passenger car installing scenery on. Ed models New
Annual Trainfest to a crowd of 16,300. body to make an MU self powered York Central prototype. Member Bill
passenger unit.
Roberts edits a column in the Bass
r 11he Inland Empire S Gaugers Assoc.
Waybill (newsletter of the group) that
JL of the Pacific Northwest HPhe Rocky Mountain Hi-Railers covers Modules and their use, repair, etc.
(IESGAPN) has a newsletter, the S^
J_ (RMHR) held meetings in Arden Goehring is progressing on his
Train Rail, published by member Tom September and October in the Boise City home layout, but test operation is yet to
Bangs, in Spokane, WA. Dale Weiler Government Buildings, Shoreline Drive be done because of the debris, tools and
distributes the issues from Otis Orchards, at 17 th Street, Boise, ID.
John lumber on the layout. Lee Johnson
WA. Dale hosted the group in Sept. Eichmann coordinates the group which coordinates the BASS group. Lee lost
Ernie Horr operates the Tinplate Route, has a portable display layout called the his wife, Barbara, last July 12. Heartfelt
an extensive S gauge hi-rail layout. Ernie Lookout Junction II. Plans and condolences were conveyed to Lee from
has hosted the group on a regular basis construction are underway to add Phase the members of the group. The group
to operate the layout, in addition to the II to the layout which will include a welcomed new member Steve Brune,
monthly meetings at members homes. second level of track. The new level will from San Mateo, CA.
The IESGAPN is undertaking a massive be connected to the original (lower) level
effort to re-build their modules and add by ramps on either end of the layout. The BASS member Barney Daehler edits and
an extra loop of track. They are using ramps will include a 1.75 % grade so distributes the group's newsletter. Vic
Homosote roadbed and will have the that trains can easily travel from the Cherven and his son hosted the group in
controls on a separate panel that can be lower level to the upper level.
The November, in Valley Springs, CA. The
mounted either inside or outside the RMHR displayed their layout at the group is busy planning the NASG 2000
layout. The layout drawing in the Boise Toy Show (two day show) held at Convention. They are working on a
newsletter shows several passing sidings the Western Idaho Fairgrounds in modular layout that can be displayed and
on one side of the layout configuration November. Member Sam Rapp provided operated at the convention, as well as
for storage and setting up trains while a place to set up the layout prior to the planning and coordinating events with the
others are operating. Tom and Shirley show. A recent issue of the S-Say NMRA organizers.
Bangs hosted the group in November, and newsletter for the group included an
they are planning their annual holiday article on starter sets in S gauge that are Your column editor wishes to thank
party at Granny's Restaurant in available from Mark Preman, Orlando, those clubs and individuals who send
FL., a dealer and collector. The RMHR information on their activities as used
December.
recently welcomed Bruce Renshaw from in this column. Send your club
A recent issue of the S Train Rail Lewiston, ID. and Kelly Lloyd from newsletter or information to: Dave
included drawings and instructions for BoiseJD. as new members. Kelly and Pool, 11 Bittersweet Trail, Wilton, CT.,
the construction of a simple track his wife Merla volunteered to help the 06897-3902
cleaning car. Also included in the issue group at the Boise Toy Show display.
was drawings for a small handcar shed
and out house. The newsletter included RMHR member Alan Udy wrote an
display ads for model RR products and interesting and informative article in
dealers. The first of a new feature in S several issues of the S Say newsletter
gauge newsletter columns is that called describing his escapades with an AF 322
"Workbench Notes" written by editor Hudson locomotive that he purchased site
Tom Bangs. The objective, according unseen used. The loco was eventually
to the author, is to promote both stripped, rewired, and the subject of
modeling activity and skill development. massive repairs to provide smoke from
Kitbashing is described and defined in the tender-mounted unit. To answer the
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New Haven American Models Pacific stops at Brasor
Union Station on the Bristol S Gauge Railroaders'
Modular layout at a Connecticut railroad show.
2 photos - Michael Greene

A large banner proclaims the club and S gauge loudly
to crowds at a New Haven, Connecticut show. Left is
Bill Clark and right is Chet Brown.

S CLUBS POTPOURRI

The Badgerland and Stateline clubs held a joint meeting
in October at a small amusement park called Little AMerrick-A where this 16" gauge real steam loco hauled
members around after their meetings. Jeff Madden
photo.

HO electric bus is part of the Baltimore Area AF Club's
portable layout.
Bottom photos Dave Pool

Bob Pardington of the Southeastern Michigan S Gaugers
demonstrates a packed Blazer ready to go to a show.
Tom Nimelli photo

The Connecticut S Gaugers met recently at the Shoreline
Trolley Museum in East Haven, Ct.
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EXTRA
BOARD
OMNICON F DIESEL
Dick Karnes responded to an inquiry on
the net about Omnicon Fs which are still
listed in the 2000 Scenery Unlilmited
catalog. Dick's reply: " These are EMD
late F3/early F7 A units utilizing newer
(i.e. stable plastic) injection-molded
shells from reworked Enhorning molds.
The mechanisms, which are in kit form,
contain first-class components,
including can motor and North West
Short Line drive. Truck sideframes are
SouthWind (now BTS) lost-wax brass
castings.
These kits are no longer manufactured.
Asembly is easy, but the directions must
be followed precisely. For example, it's
easy to get binds in the mechanism if
the universal drive shafts are too long.
The only bad thing about these
locomotives is the shell. The rear
contour is incorrect. In an effort to
capture the roof shape, the end is molded
to the same cross-section as the roof
outline. The end should be flat.
Body detail is minimal. But parts fom
BTS will make the unit a first-class
model. Billy Wade has done this sort of
detailing. I test-ran one of these in the
old days of 3/16 Scale Railroading and
reported the results in the magazine. I
liked the unit."
UK S SCALE GROUP
The S Scale Model Railway Society has
a website: http://freespare.virgin.net/
jim.guthrie/sscale.html.
HARTOY UPDATE
Mac McGrath has some corrections
from his Hartoy AHL listings published
in the Feb. '99 Dispatch. The correct
model number for the Ray-O-Vac stake
body is L03032. Yuengling's was
misspelled. Coke No. C03041 (Atlanta
Bottling Co.) should be a drop side, not
a box van. Other updates: The Kroger
L51111 should be under the
"Promotionals" listing. The North
American Van Lines L55406 and
L56403 should also be "Promotionals"
plus two newly discovered NAVL
models - L01019 Mack BM box and
L51112 Mack BM with 22' trailer. Mac
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also notes that a Winn-Dixie No. 2 has
been found with a set of chrome wheels
instead of the usual orange. Contact
Mac for other collector details. His
address is in the New Products Report
in this issue.
S IN NON-S PUBLICATIONS
- Great Model Railroads 2000,
Kalmbach, has a 7 page, full color
article on Frank Titman's Spiral Hill
Railroad.
- C7T, Sept. '99, Kalmbach, has a solid
review of the SHS caboose.
- NMRA Bulletin, Nov., '99, has a
spectacular color photo of Gaylord
Gill's S scale layout. Inside is a scenery
article by Gaylord. Hey, that barn would
make a good article in the Dispatch?
AM 6-WHEEL TRUCKS
Alex binkley asked about problems with
AM 6-wheel trucks on code 100 curves.
Dick Karnes replied that - "Nipping off
the end sill will work. Rail size has
nothing to do with it. Also, the trucks
are stiff and tend to skew vertically
because the axle holes are not deep
enough, countersink these a bit more and
the trucks will work fine. Caution: For
the 6-wheel trucks, you need to
countersink the center axle holes much
deeper than the outside holes. You need
increased lateral play for the 6-wheel
trucks to go around curves — even 40"
radius curves. For those who don't like
the AM plastic truck shine, give them a
spurt of Tester's DullCoat straight from
the can."
- Dick Kames
FUTURE CONVENTIONS
Maybe you'd like an NASG Annual
Convention in your area? The next 2 or
3 years are sort of set, but beyond that??
Here are some geographic area I feel
are due or would be a new location: San
Diego/LA, Seattle/Vancouver (Can.),
Houston (maybe over Memorial
Weekend), Charlotte (NC), Chicago, St.
Louis, Columbus/Cinci/Dayton,
Pittsburgh, New Jersey area, Conn.,
Montreal, Baltimore/D.C., Atlanta,
Syracuse/Rochester (NY), Florida,
Indianapolis, Richmond (VA), Rockford
(IL). Kansas City and others maybe I
didn't think of. Contact Dave Held, our
Convention Chairman if there is some
interest for help with proposals.
- Jeff
FLYER SET BOOK
Joe Haenn of Joe's Train Repair reports
of a new Flyer softcover book by Bob
Tufts who writes a column in the 5

Gaugian. The Almost Complete guide
to American Flyer S Gauge Sets is an
8-1/2 by 11 inch book that contains a
master listing of all known AF sets and
set boxes, including 311 catalogued sets
from 1946 through 1966 and 519
uncatalogued sets from 1946 through
1968 (yes, 2 years after their last
catalog). Discussions include set
numbering schemes and year by year
set production. Set listings also are
provided sorted by engine number and
year of production. There is also a
section on set box details. Published by
Flyernut Publishing, the book will sell
for $14.95. Since Joe wrote most of
these facts, I'll list his address as a place
to order the book. Add $3.20 S&H. Joe's
Train Repair, 404 Shetland Road,
Rougemont, NC 27572. E-mail:
joestrainrepair@yahoo.com.
- Joe Haenn
SOUND IN SW9S
Don Thompson responded to an e-mail
inquiry about hooking up the
Soundtraxx EMD diesel sound unit in
the SHS diesel. "Putting Soundtraxx
EMD diesel sound decoders in our SW9
is not hard. I have done about a dozen.
First, get the NMRA 9-in line
connectors from Digitrax and replace
the wire harness. Next, using
Soundtraxx 2 pin microconnectors, I
solder the plug to the purple wires (don't
forget the shrink tubing). I like the l-l/
2" oval speaker they sell; on some of
these you need to take about 0.020" off
of the long side for it to just slide into
the body.
I have been drilling out the top.grill
(between the bell and front light) with a
0.028" drill every place the chicken wire
has an opening (about 412 holes). Solder
the (-) wire of the lOOuf capacitor (the
larger of the two) to the (+) side of the
speaker (again, I add shrink tubing), and
then I add leads from this and the (-)
speaker terminal to the 2-pin
miniconnector socket. Now you are all
set. I have used Velcro on the motor to
hold the sound unit. The length of wires
should not be excessive as it is more to
hide in the body. You may want to baffle
the speaker to get a bit more sound."
- Don Thompson
DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS
Last issue had an NMRA car weight
recommendation. A typo left out part
of the data. Should have read NMRA
weight (recommendation) is 2 oz. plus
l/2oz. per inch of car length.

"Gooage" surfaced again on the October
cover - not my typo.
The bridge listed under River Raisin on
page 7 of Oct. is actually going to be a
single track 175' Pratt pin connected,
arched chord, through truss bridge, not
a Warren. The length in actual inches
is 31.
-Jeff
SPRING S SPREE 2000
The Spree, sponsored by the Cuyahoga
Valley S Gauge Association, will hold
the annual event this year in the
Cleveland area. See S Calendar for
dates, location and contacts. The event
will be in the newly remodeled Holiday
Inn Select in Strongsville, Ohio. The
hotel offers complimentary rides from
the airport.
Several operating layouts and dealer
space will be in the 10,000 square foot
ballroom. Thursday night (18th) there
will be an early bird layout tour with
additional layout tours and a picnic on
Sunday, the 21st. Other events include
the Trading Hall on Friday and
Saturday, Friday and Saturday clinics,
and Saturday night buffet banquet and
auction.
- From Press Release.
BRASS X-29 BOXCAR
S Models is proud to announce our first
project, the PRR X-29 boxcar. This
car was mass-produced starting in
1923 with many revisions and
variations. They peaked in 1939 at
39,000 cars and still had 23,000 cars
active in 1953. Some lasted in
maintenance of way service until
Conrail. The Pennsylvania Railroad had
more X-29s then some railroads had
cars!! They ran throughout the country
on all of the major standard gauge
railroads.
Pennsy S Models was formed because
I was not satisfied with the level of detail
on previously imported rolling stock.
There was always something that was
left off for economical reasons. That is
unacceptable to us. No details will be
spared because of expense. Our X-29
will have details that have never been
offered before in any scale including
the 1 foot high horizontal patch panel,
prototypical draft gear, and a correct
Railway Express version. It is a car
built by modelers for modelers.
By the time you read this, construction
drawings will be completed and a pilot

model will be started. This project is
being produced. This in not an interest
survey. We are accepting a $100.00 per
car deposit to secure your order. We are
making 120 pieces and already have 85
sold. The pre-delivery price per car is
$250.00. Once they ship from the
builder, the price will be $280.00. A
one-time payment in full will deduct
$10.00 per car from your cost. All cars
will be painted, lettered, and come with
Kadee #802 couplers. Unpainted cars
and Kadee # 5 couplers are available
on special request.
We are offering 7 different car bodies
and 7 paint schemes including B & O
and New York Central. The PRR
schemes are Circle Keystone, Shadow
Keystone, Merchandise Service,
Railway Express and Buy War Bonds.
Please visit our website HYPERLINK
http://www.pennsysmodels.com
or our e-mail address: mail to:
:info@pennsysmodels.com The snail
mail address is: P.O. Box 5252 Deptford
NJ. 08096 The phone number is (856)
848-5133
We invite you to help us make our first
project a success. Researching the
details is our passion. Bringing you the
finest quality models possible is our
mission.
- Bill Lane

Railmail cont. from page 5

Clark's Trading Post, with the White
Mountain Central RR and their
roster of logging locomotives
(mostly New England locos). All in
all a great weekend! At Clark's we
ran into another Bristol Club
member, Ben Perry, and enjoyed a
personal tour around the White
Mountain Central RR, and a fine fall
day in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire. (For those who have not
heard Ben just retired from Amtrak
after many years of service.)
So whether is was the fun,
conversation, and hospitality of the
Fall Get Together, or a day to step
back in time to the era of the Climax,
Heisler, Porter, and Shay, it all added
it up to S class weekend! Hope others
had as enjoyable weekend!
- Michael Greene

S-CALENDAR
Feb. 18-20, 2000: Sn3 Symposium.
Denver, CO. Layout tours, clinics,
manufacturers area. Winter Park Ski
Train trip, e-mail Doug Junda at
djunda@csn.net.
Mar. 26,2000: Tracks & Trains VIII.
all gauge train show, Sunday, 10 a.m.
- 4 p.m., Masconomet Reg. HS,
Topsfield, MA., dealers, operating
layouts, etc. Over 200 tables. Info,
dealer space contact Doug Peck (978)
465-8798, portlines@aol.com.
May 18-21, 2000: Spring S Spree.
Holiday Inn Select South Park,
Strongsville, Ohio (Rt. 82 and 1-71.
Josh Seltzer 216-932-0709, e-mail:
jmssgauger@earthlink.net.
June 21-25, 2000: Northwest 2000
NMRA PNRC & Circus Model
Builders National Convention, Boise
Centre On The Grove, Boise, Idaho.
Contact for event is TomWaters:
twaters@cyberhighway.net. Rocky
Mountain Hi-railers will be there.
July 30-Aug. 6, 2000: NASG Annual
Convention - Joint with the NMRA, San
Jose, CA. NMRA HQ hotel is the
DoubleTree near the airport. Other
NMRA hotels - Hyatt San Jose and
Wyndham. Hosts - Bay Area S Sealers.
Bob Ferguson (805) 543-2213. E-mail:
BobPCRCD@aol.com. More details
forthcoming.
Oct. 27-29, 2000: 25th Annual Fall S
Fest. Special double anniversary event
- 25th Fall S Fest and 25th Anniversary
of the Badgerland S Gangers. Main
location is the Waukesha County Expo
Center (just west of Milwaukee). Plenty
of nearby hotels. Participating motels 800-366-8474. Registration details to
come. Mac McGrath: 815-455-7571 or
e-mail: macster@earthlink.net.
Bids Open for NASG National
Conventions -- 2001 and beyond.
Contact Dave Held, Convention
Chairman, 6154 Lanake Ln., Imlay
City, MI 48444. (810) 724-5499.
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Photo is of similar HO model.

PRR 3768 also known as the 1936 World's Fair engine. Shipping probably in February 2000.
Featuring: die cast boiler, pilot and cab. Authentic construction of tender with removable coal load.
Removable drive wheel skirts, our tried and tested puffing smoke unit with real piston "chug" sound and
authentic K-4 whistle and bell. Standard ®"Gription" front drivers for 100% more pulling power. Available in the "as delivered" bronze scheme or Brunswick green both with gold lettering and striping. AC
flyer versions with sound $429.95 and DC models $349.95. Both AC and DC models come with smoke
and piston sounds. With our usual limited lifetime warranty.

At last for S scale a beautiful wood sided caboose. Featuring: full windows, brass details, grab irons on
ends, roof, sides and cupola roof. Models are ready to run and include a two bulb lighting unit. Photo is
of a similar less detailed caboose. Available in two numbers in each road name. Road Names: AT&SF,
B&O, C&O, CP, CB&Q, C&O, CN&W, Erie, Frisco, GN, GM&O, 1C, Lackawanna, Milw Rd. MP, NH,
NYC, N&W, NP, PRR, Rock Island, Southern, SP, UP. Reading, and Undecorated. $39.95
EMD FB-7 units ready soon for shipment. Featuring: Port hole windows, matching design to run with our
EMD FP-7 A units. New gear box cover with steel holder for AF hi-rail couplers able to negotiate the
tightest curves (even "Pikemaster" curves). All new window and number board sets for the "A" units.
Available in dummy versions at $109.95 , Powered or with sound for AC versions at $189.95. Scale or
DC hi-rail powered units $164.95. First road names to match our line of FP-7 units.
Our biggest sale in history is on now for inventory reduction, posted with color pictures of all items
on our web site. S-12 switchers & Amtrak F-40 PH engines starting at $129.95. Tank cars, 3 bay
hoppers, Superliner sets and Trailer Hauler sets up to 25 % off.
Send $1 for an updated list of our new cars (many new ones) and other info.

S scales Largest Color Catalog on our Web site @; www.americanmodels.com
American Models, 10087 Colonial Industrial Dr., South Lyon, Michigan 48178
Phone 248-437-6800
Fax 248-437-9454
Visa and MasterCard accepted

